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SUBIISSION POINTS: General comment8

I farm in partnership with my wife Sally a 100 ha dairy farm in the South Weikato carrying 320 cows

We run a syslem 2 farm with the majority of pasture shortfall met by the growing of summer and autumn brassicas grown on farm. Other shortfall at lhe
shoulders fed in shed to minimise wastage. N reference has been in the mid thirties for some time. We have fonced off two wetlands with extensive native
planting8 in one of them. All our drains are fenced, hav€ b€en since 2012. ln 2014 w€ moved from a two pond efiluent system to lined storage and
inigaiing to land. Able to irigate effluent over 50% of the farm with nozle and travel speed adiustment delivering from smm to up to 20mm if required.
Majority at <'lomm. ln\r'estment made $130,000.

ln the future, we plan to funher automate tvith timers and GPS mapping to record nutrient spreading. We will invest in moisture metres and formally
record what wB are presently doing to maximise nutrieni use while mitigating environmental effect.

I am concemed about the folloviring issues with PCl. I fully accept that our investment is part of businesa and b6ing compliant But I am concemed about
the costs thal ar€ pot€ntially going to be incuned initially and then ongoing annually in having a Farm Environm€r{ plan.lthink having a FEP is necessary
but what is being described in the plan with both the comultancy and auditing costs is unn€cessarily bursaucralic and costly I believe that induslry can
work with Council to develop an industry plan which can th€n be customis€d io each farm. I am also keen to se€ good collaboralion between induslry and
complianca bodi€s to make sure sound and agreed scientific reference points are used for monitoring. Also whether the desk top calculation through
overBeer or fulure measuring tools can be substantiated with physical field monitoring on reference farms in each catchment would not only give grealer
confidence for farmers but more evidence and transparency to those that wish to judge based on a theoretical model.

I have publicly through DNZ suggested this approach of having monitoring larms for nsarly two yeara.

This I believe will drive the uptake of best prac-tice within the farming sector, our history tells us that. I believe FEP can be industry monitored with an
independent audit as a cross check. Once compliance or an agreed standard is achieved by individuals then the compliance audit frequEncy should
lessen along with the costs,

The overall timeframe and slaging of the plan I think is reasonable and I believe at the end of the fir3l '10 year8 ws will have leamt ao much more and the
extension of mitigaiion knowledge will have lifted the capability ot the seclor to achieve the more difficult goals of year 1 G20.

I support the submission that has been lodged by Federated Farmers. I am particularly concerned about thg following aspec'ts of Plan Chang€ 1:

. The sionificar{ negative effect on rural communities. The cost and practicality of the rules.



. The Farm Environment plan requir€ments leading to unnecessary end costly regulation of inputs, outputs, normal Erming activity and business
information. The costs and practicality of the rules and requirements for stock exclusion, the Nitrogen Reference Poi and the Farm Environment Plan.. The plan significantly exceeding ths 10 ysar targets in many attributes and areas. The lack of science and monitoring at the sub catchments level

I wish to be heard at the Heaing.

I am concemed about the implications all of this will have for my property end for my current adivity as described abov6. I ael out my con@ms more
specifically in the table below.



Specific Provisions in the Plan Change I wish to Submit on.
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I submit that the two reference years 2014115 and 2015 /tGbe changed to

include the three previous years, 2AU,112,2012/13 and 2013 /1.4 and use an

average.

Reasoning for the suggested change

I think having the highest point from two preceding years of a farming

downturn is an unfair reference point. Evidence that stocking rates, bought in

feed and applied fertiliser were reduced in an effort to survive in those two
years. The ongoing reference point will be based on a 5 year rolling average

and having that starting point derived from the same methodology seems

sensible.

Further comment on NRP.

It is also important to have a target NRP for each sub catchment and a desire

to have all land users to that level in the longer term. The present reference

point being established by a historic figure is unduly penalising and not

recognising good practice and previous mitigation practices by those farmers

with low NRP. They would like to see some lenience on compliance or

recognition of their N status.


